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WEEKLY NEWS LETTER                                          Monday 26th June 2023                          

Proud moments: 

 
Acorn 
Acorns have done some amazing work this week.  We worked hard on our athletic skills in PE, 
explored things related to the 'n' sound in phonics and made a rainforest collage in art.   
Shout-outs for: 
Reggie for lovely interaction with a peer, giving them cuddles. 
Akayla for beautiful concentration doing some posting work with an adult. 
Maggie for doing beautiful waiting at the dinner table.  
George for being helpful, putting the sensory letters back in the cupboard when he was finished 
playing with them. 
Shey for clear talking at snack time.  
Davids for fantastic work in PE, transferring the all the bean bags from one hoop to another 
independently. 
Eli for great stepping over the hurdles in PE. 
Samuel for amazing concentration matching symbols from our story in Literacy. 
Otis for great running and stepping over the hurdles in PE. 
Carson for working hard on his ILP, exploring facial expressions in the mirror. 
 
Apple 
Haydn for showing determination with his new ILP's and for working hard with Clare! 
Lola for working on her rote counting skills from 1-10. 
Riley for some lovely engagement with his peers during Attention Autism. 
William for settling back into school beautifully and for lovely communication with his peers.  
Nevaeh for lovely engagement during the sensory story whilst exploring the messy props! 
Josh for lovely turn taking on the playground whilst using the swing with a friend from another class.  
Teddy for lovely engagement during Attention Autism and for wonderful turn-taking. 
Sam for verbalising his requests that he makes on his iPad. This has been more consistent this week 
and we are so proud. 
 
Willow 
OG- listening to school rules.  
JH -forming beautiful sentences.  
LB - engaged well in activities.  
A - beautiful thrive session.  
TD - listening to instructions.  
WS - using iPad effectively.  
JB - great self-regulating. 
LC - wanting to learn.  
AD - being more confident in himself. 
 
 
Beech 
TD-trying new food- Avocado. 
CB- Communicating his needs. 
OG-Lovely engagement in music. 
LBB- Lovely interacting with friends. 
RTC- Lovely work in literacy. 
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Ash 
George for his wonderful phonics, we are really proud of your reading skills. 
Parker for amazing waiting and turn taking during PE. 
 
Llan for creating some lovely music.  
Josh for working so hard on his ILP targets.  
Ilyess for his great ordering whilst out at the café.  
Will for being so impressive with ordering his days of the week. 
Sophie for her wonderful demonstrations during PE. 
Reece for being so helpful at lunchtimes and tidying up.  
Kenny for following instructions so well during literacy.  
Paddy for super work on ordering & remembering the months of the year.  
Oscar for his amazing graffiti art.  
Ellie for working so hard on writing her name. 
 
Juniper 
Ben for amazing physical work, commando crawling in rebound therapy. 
Daniel for brilliant physical work, doing lots of walking without prompting. 
Ed for sharing with a peer in golden time. 
Jack for communicating choices, wants and needs verbally. 
Logan for increasing the amount of physical work including rebound and swimming. 
Monty for independently completing PE circuits with no prompting. 
Samuel for increasing his vocabulary and learning more staff and peers’ names. 
Seb for showing growing independence and following instructions well. 
Spencer for showing great resilience, well done. 
 
Sycamore 
B for super work helping Matt in horticulture. 
Elian for a great science sentence in literacy. 
Sarah for a brilliant independent under the sea sentence, using colourful semantics. 
Ruby and K for brilliant blowing bubbles in swimming. 
Harry for great walking up to the pop-up café. 
Max for being a super cool rock star in assembly. 
Rosie for being so enthusiastic going to swimming. 
Chelsea for being so kind and gentle looking after the babies. 
Faith for beautiful reading for our assembly. 
Billy for great talking in assembly. 
Harvey for being so mature and caring. 
 
Larch 
We have all had an amazing time at Alton Towers this week! 
 
CD- For being brave and going on the ghost train.  
GK- For being brave and going on Oblivion for the first time.  
SP- For being a thrill seeker and going on all the big rides. 
WD- For being brave and going on big roller coasters including the Smiler. 
PG- For being brave and going on an upside-down ride for the first time ever! 
DBR- Identifying countries that have the largest carbon emissions. 
LK- Determination to improve score on timetable ILP. 
AH- Amazing jumping skill in PE. 
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Blossom 
Blossom have had a great week this week. We loved our sensory story anial boogie. We enjoyed our 
art session with Treg its always so fun and calming. 
 
Asher- Great work reaching and localising pictures for his ILP. 
Ivy- Great work on the interactive white board. 
JAE- Amazing physio swim. 
Killian- lovely making choices from photos. 
Kaitlyn- Lovely copy staff trying to learn new signs. 
RB- For brilliant swim and using your walker. 
Zuzanna- Brilliant work using your equipment and the rotunda'.  
 
 
Holly 
Jonathan and Faith for their hard work at the pop-up café.  
Liam for being really happy and waiting patiently for his dinner.  
Amie for engaging within horticulture this week, experiencing watering the plants and breaking up soil 
to sow seeds.  
Duncan for being sensible and demonstrating food safety rules when making chicken kebabs.  
Courtney and Rebecca for their hard work in this week’s enterprise, making and selling the 
ploughman’s. 
Lara for making independent choices throughout the week.  
Frankie for taking part in the PE lesson, learning to throw a foam javelin. 
 
 
Cherry 
Leo - was absolutely amazing on Purple Mash. He worked independently and created an animation.  
Jessie - was super at creating an animation on Purple Mash.  
Kian - worked completely independent to create his animation on Purple Mash. 
Lewis - was a super star at swimming and listened brilliant to the staff.  
Fenton - worked so hard on ILP, amazing! 
 
 
Oak 
Kye for being really organised and creating a list of what he will need for school all week.  
 B. for some excellent swimming during our swimming session at the leisure centre.  
 Logan for being incredibly helpful during lunchtimes, including wiping tables.  
 Billy for some excellent work during careers when we were practicing job interviews!  
 Jaydon for some excellent work on money throughout the week including recognising and adding 
coins.  
 Ryan for some excellent work on telling the time throughout the week.  
 Sara for asking lots of important and relevant questions about a Newsround report on the titanic.  
 Hannah for some excellent creative posters for the summer prom and the pop-up café.  
 Kevin for some excellent work during careers when we were practicing interviews.  
 Codie for being really helpful at the pop-up café.   
 Rubie for some fantastic work on her ILPs especially handling money.  
 Charlie for representing the school excellently with his amazing work experience at the library.  
 Jake for excellent recalling of information during Newsround.  
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Hazel 
Jake - fabulous in the community this week. Lovely waiting with peers and enjoying watching what 
was going on around him. 
Nathan - lovely engagement in cooking. 
Daniel - for participating in 'down time' in the sensory room.  
A - fabulous communication on her iPad. 
Jessica and Thomas - great engagement when riding our 'magic carpet'.  
Sharissa - great work on her transferring between pieces of equipment this week. 
 
 
 

Dates to Remember: 

INSET Day- Monday 26th June 2023.  
 
Friends Summer Fayre- Tuesday 11th July 2023 1.30-3.30pm in school. 
 
Break up for Summer- Friday 21st July 2023. 
 
INSET Days- Monday 4th & Tuesday 5th September 2023. 
 
Pupils return to school- Wednesday 6th September 2023. 


